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Hello to Victoria Rhododendron Society Members

This has been a cool spring in the Sooke area. Light frosts have 
been seen on morning roof tops for the last few weeks, but the 
ground has been frost-free.  Some rhododendrons are in full 
flower, while others are showing color between the bracts. It will 
soon be time to enjoy the bounty of flowers in our own gardens 
and elsewhere. The Jim Barlup Legacy Garden blooms best in 
early to mid-May. It is worth a visit to see what our Society has 
accomplished over the past many years. Oak Bay is rejuvenating 
a rhododendron garden at Beach Drive and Cadboro Bay, with 
rhododendrons purchased from our propagators; Ken and 
Madeleine and Tony and Carolyn. Colwood continues to explore 
a rhododenron garden in the Royal Bay area.  The Wilson Bus 
Line Company is contemplating  Victoria area Garden Tours for 
next spring and summer.

With great pleasure it is a delight to announce our 
May meeting is an in-person event. It is our 
annual “SHOW-OFF” truss affair. Details have been 
sent previously and are contained in this 
newsletter as well. Remember to have your 
trusses ready for the vases that will be available at 
the Couvelier Center. Doors will open at 7 pm.

Frank and Ann Buffam will be hosting our annual 
picnic this year. It will be held on June 26, starting 
at noon. Because of COVID it will be a bring your 
own lunch and drinks. Further details will be in 
next months newsletter. (Jeda x R.  Sanguianum ssp haemalum)

The first bloom seedling of the 3 that I kept.
It has an outstanding calyx, with its length almost ¾ 
of the blossom.                                                               
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VICTORIA 
RHODODENDRON 

SOCIETY 
PLANT 
SALE

SATURDAY, MAY 7, 2022
4640 CORDOVA BAY ROAD

10AM. -2 PM.
IT IS NOT ONE TO MISS
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A FEW OF MY FAVOURITE SMALL SPECIES RHODODENDRONS
NORMA SENN

In my last article, I wrote about some of my favourite small hybrid rhododendrons. This time, I am
giving you my take on a few of my favourite small species. While they are suited to small gardens 

and containers, most are native to areas with summer rains and drier winters. In our area, summer 
watering and good drainage are essential for success. Many are native to high elevations and are 
perfectly winter hardy in low temperatures. They can be used in rockeries and are excellent 
additions to the edges of woodland gardens. As a rule, the smaller the leaf, the more sun the plant 
can take, while large leaf species need protection from intense noon-day sun. My one concern is 
fertilization because species live in infertile soils. I give my plants a weak solution of rhododendron 
fertilizer in early spring and early summer. I know that some local growers top dress their containers 
with fish fertilizer in the spring and their plant always look good. I do not fertilize plants in the 
ground other than adding some leaf mulch in the fall.

Species in a woodland garden

The rhododendron genus has hundreds of species, and there are good references dedicated to their 
attributes. In this article, I am giving you my take on just a few of the smaller ones I grow or have 
grown. Hopefully, this will whet your appetite to include a few in your garden.
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Sadly, it seems that species are not currently in vogue and garden centers do not carry many. 
Places to look for species are at local rhododendron plant sales. The Rhododendron Species 
Botanical Garden in Federal Way is an excellent source. The Species Foundation has a show/test 
garden that is a joy to visit and they will ship plants to Canada. As well, they sell seed and one 
can propagate ones own plants. The Greig Rhododendron Species Garden, part of Milner 
Gardens in Qualicum Beach is developing a species garden, and they have plant sales as well. It 
is worth a visit to see how quickly that garden has been developing.

The very first rhododendron I ever bought was sweet little R. impeditum. I fell in love with the deep 
purple flowers and tiny, grayish-blue leaves. This is a true dwarf, reaching about 30cm in height in 10 
years. With summer watering, it tolerates hot sunny locations well. It is ideal for a rock garden. Its 
small stature makes it a good candidate for bonsai and is very much at home in a container. This is a 
favourite plant for many people and is readily available.
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As I wrote in my last article, I am fond of little yellow rhododendrons, and one of my all-time 
favourites is the Japanese species, R.keiskei. I especially like the selected form ‘Yaku Fairy’.  This 
species is considered semi-dwarf, reaching a height of about 60 cm in 10 years. It has a nice 
rounded habit. However, ‘Yaku Fairy’ is much shorter, reaching about 30 cm. I was growing this 
plant in a container with a couple of dwarf conifers. The container was located where it got good 
morning sun and partial shade in the afternoon. Last summer, I decided to do some repotting and  
when ’Yaku Fairy’ came out it was about 50cm. It had spread beyond the container. As with many 
yellow rhododendrons, they need good light to flower. The flower has small funnel-shaped flowers 
of pale yellow and bloom season is late April to early May. Yaku Fairy is used by many hybridizers as 
a parent plant when making crosses.

R. ‘Yaku Fairy’ R. keiskei

Other small species with yellow flowers include R. valentianum, R. megeratum and R. 
lepidostylum. These species are native to the high elevations in Yunnan. These are reliably 
hardy here, and will tolerate some frost. All need good drainage.

R. valentianum R. megeratum R. lepidostylum
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R. megeratum is definitely in the dwarf category reaching only 25-30 cm in 10 years. It has attractive 
foliage with the upper leaf surfaces being glaucous and the undersides scaly. It has attractive peeling 
bark, reddish to purple in color. It is a bit shy to flower, but has bell-shaped flowers. Colors can range 
from soft cream to bright yellow. My plant has bright yellow flowers that appear in late April. In the 
wild, R. mergeratum is largely epiphytic, so it needs both watering and good drainage.

The flowers of R. valentinanum are more showy than R. megeratum and R. lepidostylum. They are up 
to 3 cm across and the trusses are borne terminally. There can be up to 6 flowers per truss, but 2 or 3 
is more common. The flower color is bright yellow with dark brown stamens that make an attractive 
contrast when it blooms in mid-April. The leaves are attractive, oval shaped and slightly hairy. My 
plant suffers from a bit of mildew, so good aeration is important. This also has peeling bark, adding 
interest to the plant as it ages. I shelter mine during frosty weather.

In my opinion, R. lepidostylum’s foliage is the best of all three plants. The young leaves are a soft 
bluish-green and slightly aromatic. I  grow my plant for the foliage. The flowers come into bloom in 
mid to late May and are often hidden by the new foliage. They are soft yellow and tubular in shape. It  
needs excellent drainage and does best with some shade from the afternoon sun. The nice rounded 
habit makes a good choice for a rock garden where some summer moisture is available. R. 
lepidostylum can reach a over meter in height, but is often shorter.

There are other plants to be considered when growing plants for foliage. R. proteoides is justly 
famous for its thick and dense foliage. The top of the small leaves are dark green and the undersides 
have good cinnamon-red indumentum. It likes full sun and good drainage. R. proteoides stays small, 
just up to 25-30 cm. in height. However, it takes years to bloom. The flowers are bell-shaped, pink in 
bud and fading to white with spotted crimson center. In my garden I have had trouble with winter 
moth damage. As they love the new foliage, they can ruin a plant over night. My plant, although 
fully hardy has damage from the moths and it takes several years for new growth to recover.

R. proteoides
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Another  foliage plant I have been enjoying for foliage is R. pseudochrysanthum nanum. This plant 
grows as a perfect globe with very dense foliage.  It is an easy grower for me. I provide good bright  
light with protection from full sun at noon and regular summer watering. I  have been told that it is a 
sport of the species and is a non-flowering form. The dense thicket of slender branches makes me 
wonder if it originated as a witch’s broom. Because of a lack of flower, it seems to have disappeared
from the market. One would need to find this plant at a specialty grower.

R. williamsianum

R. Williamsianum is an easy plant to identify because the leaf bases are rounded. The upper leaf 
surface is smooth and bright green and the under-sides are a blue-green in color. The new growth 
is bronze and very attractive. The bell-shaped flowers appear in mid to late April. They open from a 
pink bud and gradually fade to a lighter pink. The plant is well-behaved as it stays low, but spreads 
in width to create a neat and tidy mound. It is much loved by hybridizers and has been used as 
apparent in many crosses.

R. Tsariense, another pink-flowering rhododendron is native to Bhutan and Tibet. Lovely, dark green 
foliage and reddish-brown indumentum make this a choice plant. The vegetative growth on my 
plant has been hardy. However, on occasion the flower buds have been damaged by late frosts. The 
flowers are a good deep pink with some red freckles. Flower color within the species may range 
from deep pink to cream. It does require some shade from the hot summer sun.

R. tsariense
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Rhododendron pemakoense is another early bloomer, flowering any time from late March to early 
April. When in bloom, the plant can cover itself in so many flowers, the foliage is completely hidden. 
Flowers are pale pink and funnel-shaped. It is reliably hardy here, but does like some shade in the 
summer. It is another true dwarf, reaching about 25cm in 10 years. If happy, it will also spread in 
width. With good drainage and protection from the sun, I found this to be an ideal container plant. 

For those who like red flowers, consider growing R. forrestii repens. Patience is needed as this is a 
slow-growing plant.It is prostrate, reaching a height of about 15 cm, but will crawl along in width over 
time. My R, forrestii is planted at the edge of a garden bed where it has crept over dome “edging” 
rocks. The rocks are a bit of a nuisance, but they protect my plant from the weed eater. The bright red, 
tubular flowers open in late April, and stand out against the dark green foliage. My plant gets good 
morning light and while slow-growing, it is spreading out nicely.

I could go on and on about other small species, but for those who grow species, you may wonder why 
I did not write about so many others. There are just so many to choose from and I hope you will try a 
few as there is at least one small species rhododendron available for every taste.

A good reference is The Smaller Rhododendrons by Peter Cox. For general care, I recommend Kenneth
Cox’s book, Rhododendrons – A Care Manual.

R. pemakoense R. forrestii repens
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SUNDAY, APRIL 3, 2022

AT THE HOME AND GARDEN OF DAVID AND JESSICA GUSTAVSON
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Ian is presenting 
David 

with the Peter 
Vaartnou Trophy as 
David has recycled 

many of Peter’s 
original plants into his 

new garden.

PETER VAARTNOU Jr. WITH DAVID GUSTAVSON

THANK YOU

THANK YOU

THANK YOU
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KOUYAJI TEMPLE RHODODENDRON FESTIVAL

Kouyaji is an old historic temple  which is said to have been opened by Koubou Daishi, 
the Buddhism great teacher of 1200 years ago. It is famous for its rhododendrons and is also 
known as ‘Shakunage-dera’ (The Temple of Rhododendrons). This beautiful Japanese garden has
been restored based on ancient documents.

Rhododendron flowers are in full bloom from the beginning of April through May. The garden is
colored by white and pink. Added to the beauty is the crimson of the temple tower and the 
abundance of green moss.
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SUNDAY, APRIL 10, 2022

AT THE HOME AND GARDEN OF ROBERT BURKE AND ELIZABETH GRANT

ROBERT BURKE, ELIZABETH GRANT WITH ROY BLACKMORE
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R. thompsonii
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THANK YOU 
FOR SHARING 
YOUR GARDEN



SPRING COLOR AT EXBURY GARDENS

This 200 acre informal woodland garden is considered one of the finest gardens in the United 
Kingdom. It was created in 1919 by Lionel de Rothschild. Spring color at Exbury Gardens is 

spectacular in April through May. This world famous collection of rhododendrons and azaleas, as 
well as camellias and azaleas set this beautiful garden apart from other gardens. His son Edmund 

carried on the tradition, as is Edmund’s son, Lionel de Rothschld. Today it is a charitable trust.

We welcome Lionel de Rothschild back to Victoria.  

AZALEA BOWL



THE VICTORIA RHODODENDRON SOCIETY 
SHOW-OFF MAY 2, 2022

THE CATEGORIES:

1) Red truss
2) Orange truss
3) Yellow truss
4) White truss
5) Pink truss
6) Cream truss
7) Purple truss
8) Lavender truss
9) Blotched truss
10) Speckled truss
11) Miniature truss
12) Hammerhead truss
13) Pendulous truss
14) Scented truss
15) Indumentum leaf
16) Weevil-notched leaf
17) Companion plant
18) Scented truss
19) Novice entry (never won a prize)

RULES
:

• Any rhododendron is eligible, somewhere
• One entry per category
• Club provides ready vases, filled with water
• Each truss must be “show ready”
• Pick up and complete entry form 
• Fold card over to remain anonymous
• Pick up voting beads at entry table
• Place container with truss on table
• Place voting cup in front of entry

JUDGES:

• Each club member is a  show “judge”
• Pick up voting beads at entrance
• Place one bead in entry that best meets category
• Sit down and await the results

This is our May 2022 meeting

HINTS:
• Have a nice whorl of leaves under truss
• Spruce up by removing bud scales and wiping 

leaf
• Best trusses are near the top of the plant
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This is our May 2022 meeting

HOW THIS WORKS…judging

1. Each person will get a bag of beads upon entry to the building.
2. In the bag will be the correct number of beads for the number of entries.
3. Once all entries are placed on the tables in the correct category, the judging 

will begin.
4. Members will visit each table and choose which truss best represents  that 

category.
5. After judging is complete, and votes counted the winner of each category 

wins a bottle of wine.

THIS YEAR IN PARTICULAR…

1. One must be wearing a mask to enter the building.
2. Masks must be worn the entire evening.
3. The center will open at 7pm. for early birds to bring their trusses.
4. Judging will take place starting at about 7:45 pm. 
5. There will be no tea or goodies afterwards because of the pandemic.
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WIND SURFER WIND WHISPER

FOUR WNDS JIMMY JONES

THESE ARE THE LATEST OF THE JIM BARLUP HYBRIDS
SENT TO THE ARS REGISTRAR
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RHODODENDRONS IN THE CARPATHIAN MOUNTAINS IN UKRAINE

The Carpathian Mountains in Ukraine are home to one rare variety. It is identified by tender 
pink blossoms and a strong scent that can make one feel dizzy. It is R. myrtifolium.

The first blooms pop open as the nights get warm and the true rhododendron goodness 
explodes with the onset of summer. By mid-June, the mountain slopes get blanketed with 
mesmerizing pink flowers.

Rhododendron  are common in the highlands and meadows. It is to be noted that 
rhododendrons are on the Redbook of Ukraine as an endangered plant.

In Ukraine, rhododendrons have a local name –chervona ruta.  It stems from an old legend 
about a magic mountain bloom that flourishes only once in ten years. In the folk tale, the girl 
who finds the flower gives it to her lover and he will stay with her forever. In 1968 a Ukrainian 
poet and composer, Volodymyr Ivasiuk wrote a song “Chervona Ruta”. It is now known 
nationwide.

(R. myrtifolium)
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NATIONAL FLOWER OF UKRAINE

The sunflower or “soniashnyk” is the national flower of Ukraine.  It has been grown on its 
central and easter steppes since the middle of the 18th Century. It is cultivated for its seeds, 
which are eaten as a snack, or crushed into oil, a key ingredient in cooking and an export 
product of vital importance.

Sunflowers did not originate in Europe. They were originally cultivated in North America 
around 3000 BC. and later brought to Europe.

Sunflower oil has become an important aspect of daily life in Ukraine. During Lent, when 
butter and lard were banned by the Orthodox Church, sunflower oil was not. The flower has 
become an integral part of Ukrainian tradition. They can be found in the yards of village 
houses and are often woven into the fabric of women’s dresses or used as a headdress during 
celebrations.

It is to be noted that sunflowers have become the symbol of Russian resistance. They are now 
being grown as a symbol of defiance since the Russian invasion of February 2022.
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SUNDAY, APRIL 17, 2022

AT THE HOME AND GARDEN OF IAN DUNCAN AND ANNE ALLEN
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WHAT
A

DIFFERENCE
A

YEAR
MAKES

APRIL 
2008

AT 
ANNE
AND

IAN’S
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SUNDAY, MAY 1 
2022

ROY AND LOIS BLACKMORE

758 WALFRED ROAD

VICTORIA BC.       2-4 PM

SUNDAY, MAY 15, 
2022

HANNAH MASSA

5024 GLINZ LAKE ROAD

SOOKE, BC.         2-4 PM. 

G
A
R
D
E
N
S

OPEN

MAY
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NOTES FROM THE BOARD

Membership cards will be available at the May 2 meeting.

The HCP Plant Sale is April 23 and 24.

The HCP Patio Project is in the final stages of being approved.

Some clarification is needed on the website regarding membership.

There was a discussion to change our meeting date to the Thursday nights.
Further information will soon be available. 

Lois goofed on the VicRS Plant Sale. The correct date is May 7, 2022.

Frank and Calvin will attend as representatives for the VicRS at the HCP Plant Sale on Saturday, April 
23.

Roy and Lois and Sharon will represent the VicRS on Sunday, May 24 at the plant sale.

At the VicRs Plant Sale on May 7,  
please contact Tony and Carolyn at 

250-477- 8387
0r

tonymarquardt@shaw.ca
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VICTORIA RHODODENDRON SOCIETY 

PRESIDENT…Lloyd Gilmore…250-642-2256

VICE-PRESIDENT…Frank Buffam…250-477-5386

SECRETARY…Sharon Joseph…   250-383-1756

TREASURER…BILL GORDON…250-479-0210-778-528-3647

PAST PRESIDENT…BRENDA MACDONALD…

MEMBERS OF THE BOARD

MEMBERS AT LARGE

Calvin Parsons…250-490-0489

Ian Duncan…250-479-0210

Carrie George…250—642-3176

Lois Blackmore…250-478-6615

KEY CONTRIBUTORS

Ellen Wellborn---librarian-250-479-1898

Ian Duncan---audio-visual-250479-0820

Robert Burke---AV assistant-250-477--250-5386

Brenda Macdonald--- membership-778-528-3647

Lois Blackmore--- newsletter-250-478-6615


